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Transit and the California Legislature: 

A Practitioner's Perspective 

STEVEN J. SCHNAIDT 

ABSTRACT 

Transit services in the state of California 
a re discussed with emphasis on the role of 
the state legislature. Not unexpectedly, the 
efforts of the legislature have been sig
nificant in financing and developing an 
institutional framework. Initial efforts 
centered on providing financing mechanisms 
and later efforts moved toward accountabil
ity and performance measures as transit 
dollars became more scarce and subject to 
competition from other governmental pro
grams. Recent activities also have addressed 
the structure and process of targeting and 
delivering transit dollars where potentially 
most effective, encouraging local and pri
vate support, and establishing incentives 
for better management and greater operating 
efficiency. An array of secondary efforts 
conceived to enhance public transit in the 
state are outlined by the transit industry 
followed by a discussion of efforts to pre
sent its case in political arenas in re
sponse to financial scarcity and calls for 
accountability. Despite the activist role of 
the legislature in transit services inherent 
limitations exist. The legislature has been 
a facilitator and architect and can continue 
to frame certain policies and procedures 1 

still it remains the task of trans! t oper
ators and managers to actually provide the 
services, the accountability, and the per
formance. Failing to do so will set the 
stage for erosion of political and financial 
support and increase the prospect of decline 
and deterioration in the state's transit 
industry. 

When discussion turns to transporting people by 
public transit, probably the most common locations 
that come to mind are those in the eastern United 

States. This is almost predictable given the long
established and extensive transit systems in exis
tence in the eastern United States. Because of its 
long history in the region, transit is a service 
with which the populace grew up, uses and expects, 
and relies on. 

Conversely, when discussion turns to the trans
portation of people by automobiles, the association 
is more likely to be with western portions of the 
United States. The populace in these areas grew up 
with the private automobile, after long being wedded 
to their horses (another mode of private transporta
tion), and have extensive--some would argue exces
sive--freeway and road systems dedicated to serving 
the automobile's needs. Nevertheless, close examina
tion reveals that considerable transit activities, 
services, and support are being provided in those 
western areas, particularly California, that appear 
to be dominated by the private automobile. 

TRANSIT AND THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE 

Public transit in California, although not now and 
probably never to be the dominant transportation 
mode, has made slow but steady progress from the 
spartan days when it inherited the transit functions 
abandoned by private industry, 

One of the most significant influences and fac
tors in the progress of transit has been the finan
cial and institutional support provided by the 
California Legislature. Through a long series of ac
tions, the California Legislature has put in place 
mechanisms that ensure a relatively predictable base 
of support for all local transit systems as well as 
establish those provisions necessary for the effec
tive operation of individual systems. In addition, 
the legislature has developed and refined an equi
table process for providing capital assistance for 
major projects of regional and statewide interest. 

Despite the legislature's many accomplishments in 
transit development, one should not assume that 
transit is without significant hurdles nor that the 
gains and resources realized to date are permanent 
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and can be taken for granted. There exist several 
significant sources of legislative and other jeop
ardy that threaten the past gains and future plans 
of transit. First, thPre are relatively few legisla
tive champions of the transit cause. Transit in 
California is not as popular or attractive as 
education, health, and many other broad-based state 
programs. Some legislators have flatly stated that 
they would prefer to see transi t aooli heel. This 
relative lack of glamour and affection has been a 
factor in keeping small the ranks of legislators 
promoting transit. 

A second, persistent jeopardy vis-a-vis the leg
islature is the continuing competition for funds 
from other state programs. Funds provided to transit 
systems have long been eyed, and occasionally 
raided, by competing programmatic and special inter
ests, This situation is made possible because most 
transit funds, unlike state highway funds, are not 
constitutionally dedicated. Transit funds may be 
redirected to other programs by simple statutory 
change or by the insertion of language in the 
state's annual budget. Thus, in the case of state 
funds allocated to transit, it appears that there 
are never enough. 

As discussed earlier, transit also faces a more 
general threat in California's long-standing inter
est in the automobile. Regardless of the reasons for 
this interest, it presents a serious and continuing 
problem for the expansion of transit services. 

The role of the legislature in making transit a 
viable concern has been a piecemeal process. Legis
lative involvement has developed over a long period 
of time and in increments rather than through a few 
comprehensive, integrated actions. It is possible to 
segregate these legislative efforts and developments 
into three general groupings: (al fiscal-based, (bl 
performance- and productivity-oriented, and (cl 
structural and procedural. 

FISCAL MEASURES 

The legislature has ensured that transit receives 
substantial financial support on an annual basis. 
This is significant and perhaps the legislature's 
greatest contribution. Transit not only enjoys a 
fixed percentage of general sales tax revenues in 
the state, but also receives a formula-based share 
of gasoline sales tax revenues and also a portion of 
the revenues generated by the excise (per-gallon) 
tax on motor vehicle fuels. In some areas of the 
state , a n additional sales tax increment dedicated 
to transit has either been l egislatively mandated or 
made permissive on a county-by-county basis, subject 
to local vntPr ~pproval. 

The major pieces in the fiscal structure are 
discussed in the sections that follow: 

Transportation Development Act (TDA) 

Approved in 1971 (e£!ective 1972), the TOA was part 
of a legislative package that extended the state 
sales tax to gasoline purchases, reduced the state 
percentage share of the sales tax, and allowed for 
an increase in the local government share of the 
sales tax for transit (equivalent to the state's 
reduction). 

One-Fourth Percent Sales Tax 

The TOA provisions resulted in the dedicat ion of the 
s tate 's then S perc nt sales tax as f ollows: (a) 
3-3/4 percent to the state, (bl 1 percent to cities 
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and counties, and (c) 1/4 percent to local mass 
transit. In rural counties with no unmet transit 
needs, the 1/4 percent funds were authorized for 
streets and highways, .Extension of the sales tax to 
gasoline sales in 1972 was equivalent to an addi
tional 1/4 percent sales tax on all taxable sales, 
Thus, the legislature's expansion of the sales tax 
base kept total state sales tax revenues at their 
existing le\•el, :_:,rotecting existing p,:ograms, while 
creating a dedicated funding source for local 
transit. 

The 1/4 percent sales tax has become a critical 
funding source for local transit operations. It is 
currently estimated that this revenue source will 
raise approximately $425 million in 1983 and grow to 
approximately $479 million in 1984. Despite the 
dedication of this funding source to transit, it is 
a somewhat unstable mechanism because of its depen
dence on general taxable sales levels and the rela
tive health of California's economy. A recent exam
ple of this variability is that TDA revenues for 
1982 originally were estimated at a total of $408 
million, but proved to be closer to $395 million as 
a result of depressed retail sales during the latest 
economic recession. Notwithstanding the volatility 
of this revenue mechanism, however, the 1/4 percent 
sales tax is again generating increased revenues and 
soon will be producing more than $500 million an
nually for local transit. Moreover, it most surely 
will be a growing source of revenue for transit in 
coming years. 

Spillover Formula 

The TDA also included a second transit funding mech
anism through the so-called spillover formula. The 
formula provided that if revenues from the new 3-3/4 
percent sales tax rate on all taxable sales, includ
ing gasoline, produced more revenue than that from 
the old i percent caCe on all taxable oale~, axclud
ing gasoline, then the difference (spillover) would 
accrue to the transportation planning and research 
account (later renamed the transportation planning 
and development account). Viewed another way, this 
provision stipulated that when sales of gasoline 
increased faster than sales of other taxable items, 
then the additional sales tax revenue from gasoline 
would be spent for transit activities rather than 
for general state activities. 

The revenue potential of the spillover mechanism 
was not fully realized for several years, however, 
because of the interaction of the TDA and separate 
legislation which increased the state's sales tax by 
1 percent. The two bills were signed in such a se
querx:e that the spillover formula, based on the 
prior sales tax structure, generated less revenue 
than its potential under the pending higher sales 
tax rate. The general consensus on these signatory 
actions was that they were deliberate and designed 
to maximize the benefit to the state's General Fund 
rather than transit development. Thus, for several 
years the spillover mechanism produced only modest 
amounts of additional transit funds. 

Senate Bill 620 

In 1979 the spillover formula finally was adjusted 
to reflect the total 6 percent sales tax rate. This 
and related changes were effected through Senate 
Bill (SB) 620, part of the legislature's effort to 
allocate burgeoning gasoline sales tax revenues 
generated by s ky rocketing gasoline prices. 

SB 620 provided that $ll0 million annually in 
spillover revenues, adjusted for increases in popu-
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lation and consumer prices, would be deposited in 
the transportation planning and development (TP&O) 
account for transit activities. This spillover wcap• 
was included to minimize the fiscal impact on the 
state's general fund. This mechanism assured that 
both the general fund and the TP&O account would 
share the revenue increases. 

Once deposited, the spillover funds were avail
able for expenditure for state mass transportation 
responsibilities, local public transportation as
sistance, and a statewide public mass transit guide
way program. The bill also appropriated funds for 
intermodal transportation facilities, intercity bus 
services, commuter and intercity passenger rail 
services, rail capital improvements, and other one
time transit expenditures. 

State Transit Assistance (STA) 

The funds in SB 620 for local public transportation 
assistance formed the basis of the new state transit 
assistance (STA) program. After deductions for spe
cific transit and state department of transportation 
activities specified in the legislation, one-half 
the total TP&O account revenues went to the STA 
program, STA funds were appropriated to local trans
portation planning agencies and commissions on a per 
capita ( 50 percent) basis and an urbanized popula
tion (50 percent) basis. Transit systems and cities 
or counties were eligible for these funds only if 
they were receiving the maximum TOA revenues per
mitted by law. This requirement was intended to 
maximize the commitment of available local transit 
funds so that the state's assistance would increase 
overall funding rather than becoming merely a sub
stitute funding source. Further, the legislature 
declared its intent that the STA funds be used to 
enhance existing transit services before meeting 
other transit needs. 

Transit Capital Improvements 

Also significant in SB 620 was the establishment of 
a transit guideway and capital improvements program. 
Funds not otherwise committed in the bill (approxi
mately $68 million out of the bill's $364 million) 
were made available for guideway construction, pur
chase of rolling stock, bus rehabilitation, grade 
separation construction, and acquisition of aban
doned railroad rights-of-way. To receive a portion 
of these guideway funds, local agencies were re
quired to provide a 5 percent funding match. This 
match requirement provided some measure, though 
admittedly small, of financial commitment by local 
agencies and was intended to encourage the submis
sion of viable project applications rather than 
open-ended requests for state monies. In addition, 
projects were to be judged in view of their state
wide significance and potential for maximization of 
other available state and federal guideway funds. 

Thus, SB 620 ushered in a greatly expanded com
mitment to transit services, operations, and facil
ities. But unlike TOA revenue-funded activities 
which were controlled locally, the myriad of SB 620 
programs were designed for control by the state, 
especially through the legislature. Retention of 
this control guaranteed at least some measure of 
leverage in promoting the effective commitment of 
the new resources to transit services and capital 
projects favored by the state. 

Proposition 5 

Although not exclusively a legislative act, a con-
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stitutional amendment known as Proposition 5 was 
placed on the statewide ballot by the legislature to 
determine whether a portion of state gasoline excise 
taxes could be used for transit guideway construc
tion. This amendment was approved by state voters in 
1974. As provided by Proposition 5, this alternate 
use was allowed only in those counties also approv
ing a subsequent local referendum on the question. 
Currently, 9 of the state's 58 counties have ap
proved the guideway use of gasoline tax revenues. 
These counties are the most urbanized in the state 
and contain the vast majority of the population. 

Subsequent legislation specified that up to 25 
percent of a county's gasoline tax funds from Propo
sition 5 could be used for transit guideways. In
tended as a cap on the guideway option, the 25 per
cent figure instead encouraged the set-aside of 
highway funds which often remained unspent and which 
inflation eroded in value. The legislature repealed 
the 25 percent reference in 1982, leaving the guide
way use figure to be determined through budgetary 
action on specific project proposals. 

Senate Bill 1335 and Assembly Bill. 2551 

Enacted in 1982, Senate Bill (SB) 1335 and its com
panion measure, Assembly Bill (AB) 2551, extended 
indefinitely the 3-year STA program that was about 
to expire. The new legislation also revised the 
split of TP&O account revenues, increasing the local 
share at the expense of the state's share. 

By 1982-1983 TP&O account revenues had grown to 
the point where the STA program's 50 percent share 
would have funded the program at approximately $75 
million. SB 1335, however, reconstituted the 50 
percent STA ( local) /50 percent state revenue split 
as a 60 percent STA/40 percent state split. There
fore, the STA appropriation grew to $90 million, an 
increase of $15 million or 20 percent. Similarly, 
the 1983-1984 appropriation was increased to $103 
million, or $17 million more than would have been 
provided under the old 50-50 formula. 

In revising the STA formula, the intent of the 
legislature was to redirect resources from some of 
the state's marginal mass transit activities to 
local agencies for the preservation of their exist
ing transit operations. At that time local agencies 
faced significant funding reductions because of 
federal proposals to eliminate transit operating 
assistance. Legislative proponents of the state 
formula change believed that, dollar-for-dollar, 
more people could be moved by transit through local 
services than could be moved through the state's own 
transit activities. 

State Budget 

Any discussion of the legislature's fiscal support 
of transit must also reference the annual state 
budget. For several of the established transit pro
grams (e.g., transit capital and rail operations), 
the additional action of an annual budget appropria
tion is required to actually free funds for expendi
ture. In other instances, the budget has been used 
to amend a transit appropriation previously estab-
1 ished in separate legislation (STA, for example). 
The budget, technically a 1-year statute, can be and 
has been used to temporarily modify an expenditure 
provision but cannot be used to permanently rewrite 
substantive law. 

Currently, the state budget process determines 
the actual expenditure authorization for transit 
capital projects (funded by both TP&O account and 
state highway account), passenger rail operating 
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subsidies, intermodal 
research, ridesharing 
transit activities. 

transfer facilities, 
programs, and other 

Fiscal Resources Summary 

transit 
related 

In summary, the combination of fiscal provisions 
contained in the TDA, SB 520, SB 1335/AB 255lr Prop
osition 5, and the annual state budget will provide 
approximately $715 million in transit funds in 1983-
1984. Although this total is large, it reflects only 
those resources that the legislature was directly 
involved in providing. It does not include addi
tional hundreds of millions of dollars available 
through legislatively authorized or mandated local 
transit sales taxes. When the local transit sales 
tax revenues are included, the available transit 
resources total approximately $1.25 billion annually. 

PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES 

Although the legislature has been active in estab
lishing a financial base for transit, it also has 
demanded some accountability for the manner in which 
transit funds are spent. A number of requirements 
have been established over the years to encourage 
the effective use of transit dollars and the provi
sion of efficient transit services. The emphasis on 
productivity and performance, however, has been more 
noticeable recently as transit funds, and all public 
dollars, have become more scarce. 

Farebox Ratios 

The most visible productivity standard established 
by the legislature exists in the form of farebox
revenue-to-operating-cost ratios. The legislature 
has placed in law mi:r,irnurn far~bcx r.:;cc·v·ery ratios 
for a, variety of transit services. Although these 
ratios have not and will not eliminate the heavy 
public subsidization of transit, they tend to act as 
governors on operating costs. 

The Transportation Development Act has long re
quired minimum farebox ratios or local support, 
although these requirements have undergone numerous 
revisions and have had major exceptions added. Orig
inally, the TDA limited many transit systems' (those 
operating before 1975) use of TDA revenues to no 
more than 50 percent of their systems' costs (after 
deducting federal funds) • The other 50 percent was 
required to come from the farebox and other sources 
of local support. 

In 1979 SB 620 amenned the 50 percent requirement 
to make it one alternative criterion for the pre-
1975 systems. Alongside it--really in place of 
it--were established several minimum farebox re
covery ratios, including a 20 percent ratio for 
systems in urbanized areas. If an urban operator 
actually had a higher ratio in 1978-1979, however, 
then the minimum ratio was fixed at the higher per
centage. Operators serving nonurbanized areas were 
bound to a 10 percent recovery ratio whereas transit 
services for the elderly and the handicapped were 
given a 10 percent ratio or their actual ratio at 
the time, whichever was higher. 

For state-subsidized intercity rail services, the 
legislature imposed a farebox ratio of 55 percent 
beginning in the fourth year and continuing in sub
sequent years of any such services. For commuter 
rail, a 40 percent ratio is specified for the same 
time frame. 

The legislature also has created penalties for 
operators that fail to meet minimum ratios. Failure 
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by a transit operator to meet the specified ratio 
activates a higher ratio requirement. This higher 
ratio requires the operator to make up for the pre
vious year's shortfall, albeit under somewhat gen
erous and indefinite terms. 

Taken together, the various ratios for different 
operators, regions, and services today present a 
jumble of conditions and requirements rather than 
one simple set of standards. Although it i6 easy to 
see that the legislature has set these minimum 
ratios, it is difficult to generalize about them 
given their number and conditions of application. 
And although the establishment of these standards is 
a favorable development, it is difficult to conclude 
that all are strictly enforced or consistently ap
plied. For example, notwithstanding the general 
farebox ratios ( 20 percent) and the farebox ratios 
for the elderly and the handicapped (10 percent) , 
some operators in the San Francisco Bay Area must 
meet a 33 percent standard. Geographically con
tiguous services may have different 'ratio require
ments as a result of their inauguration date or 
ratio realized in 1978-1979. Community transit ser
vices for the elderly and the handicapped actually 
may adhere to one of a number of ratios, including 
those established by local transportation planning 
agencies. Again, rail service farebox ratios may be 
waived for up to 3 years. Therefore, although these 
standards have been established, they have proven to 
be relatively permeable and flexible and, in certain 
cases, elective. 

Performance Audits 

A relatively recent addition to transit performance 
criteria is the triennial performance audit. The 
legislature required that, beginning in 1980 and 
every 3 years thereafter, operator and transporta
tion planning agency performance evaluations must be 
submitted that review the efficiency, effectiveness, 
and economy of operation of the operator or trans
portation planning agency being audited. In the case 
of operators, audits must include verification of 
(a) operating cost per passenger, (bl cost per vehi
cle service hour, (c) passengers per vehicle service 
hour, (d) passengers per vehicle service mile, and 
(el vehicle service hours per employee. Failure to 
provide the audit renders an operating agency in
eligible for an allocation of funds under the TDA. 

Despite the specific audit provisions and the 
requirement that the reports be available for re
view, performance audits have not yet had a signifi
cant impact. This is primarily because various oper
ator's services are not judged relative to one 
another nor is a single entity responsible for re
viewing the auditc and making perform11nr.P compari
sons. Also, the relatively lengthy cycle of the 
performance audit has not yet produced a significant 
enough collection of data, nor data that is fresh 
enough, for conclusive analyses. 

Local Support 

Transit productivity also has been sought through 
requirements for local support. Sources of this 
local support may include local matching funds for 
state capital funds, farebox revenues and local 
general fund contributions, property taxes and 
bridge tolls, or other creative local efforts. More 
recently, monies raised locally through the private 
sector also have been promoted. Regardless of the 
type of local funds, the existing premise is that 
some local contribution is necessary as a show of 
local interest and commitment as an incentive to 
improved performance and to limit the state's costs. 
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In 1982 the legislature approved SB 1335 and AB 
2551, which required a 10 percent local match for 
transit capital projects funded from the state's 
share of TP&D account revenues. Through the same 
legislation the distribution formula for the local 
share of TP&D account revenues (STA funds) also was 
revised. Rather than continue to provide the local 
TP&D a ccount funds strictly on a population basis, 
the legi slature specified that 30 percent of the 
local 60 percent share, or 18 percent of total TP&D 
acco unt revenues , be div ided based on l ocal support 
a nd fare revenues . For e xample , if a n operato r 's 
f are revenues and o t he r local s upport amounted t o 10 
percent of the statewide total for these revenue 
categories, then that operator would receive 10 
percent of the 30 percent funds being distributed on 
the loca l s uppor-t basis. One r esult of adding the 
local support factor was to crea t e an inter-operator 
and inter-regional competition for the STA funds 
while generally encouraging increased local support. 

The legislature's basic reason for introducing 
the local support mechanism was to inject some mea
sure of private market forces into the public tran
sit service sector. Operators who increased fares to 
match or exceed increased operating costs or who 
provided services supported (financially) locally 
were to be rewarded with increased shares of the 
s tate ' s t ransi t f und s . Th i s policy change was a 
signific a nt brea k from t he o ld, but more poli tica lly 
f a vorable , population- based method of d isbursing 
state transit f unds . 

Other Efforts 

In discussing legislated productivity measures, 
several labor and private sector provisions should 
be mentioned briefly. First, the legislature has 
stipulated that TP&D account revenues provided to 
local agencies shall not be available to any oper
ator that is precluded by contract from employing 
part-time drivers or contracting with common car
riers. The leg i slature ' s pu rpose tn establish ing 
these c ondit ions was t o enhance t he operato rs ' 
ability to meet peak-hour s ervice dema nds wi t hou t 
having to hire additional full-time drivers (who 
then might sit idle during off-peak periods). 

For transit capital improvements, the legislature 
and the governor recently approved legislation 
authorizing the creation of benefit assessment dis
tricts for areas around the proposed Metro Rail 
project in Los Angeles. Under this legislation the 
Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) 
would be permitted to levy assessments on real prop
erty within the districts that would benefit. These 
assessments would be used for the financing of capi
tal facilities within the distr icts and f o r match i ng 
federal funds. Not unexpect edly , the premise under
lying this effort is that those private commercial 
entities that will reap financial rewards from their 
proximity to transit stations should assist in fi
nancing those stations. San Francisco has attempted 
to implement its own transit development fees but 
has encountered significant political obstacles and 
opposition from commercial interests. 

Private sector and local agency contributions 
also have been made components and criteria of the 
California Transportation Commission's evaluation 
and approval of applications for state transit capi
tal funds. The legislature, which created the inde
pendent commission, also charged it with responsi
bility for allocating state transportation funds. 
The commission, in turn, has adopted an allocation 
policy that requires local financial support for 
transit guideways and capital projects from both 
private and public sources as a condition for re-
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ceipt of state discretionary capita l funds. Specifi
cally, the policy mandates the enac t ment of a local 
sales tax from which revenues are available to tran
sit or the demonstration of some other local revenue 
base capabl e of maintain i ng existing and planned 
transit servi ces. In add it i o n an adequate private 
sector financing program must be implemented. Meet
ing these two conditions pe rm i ts competition for the 
discretionary funds but does not ensure their 
receipt. 

Performance and Productivity Summary 

Highlighted in the foregoing sections are several of 
the efforts by the legislature to encourage more 
productive transit services and to maks them less 
dependent on annual state subventions. Although 
s e veral signific a nt mi lestone s h ave been achie ved , 
e .fforts t o da t e r emain embyron ic. The se perfo rmance
o riented acti ons reflec t more t he sta rt of a new way 
of doing business and shift in orientation than the 
culmination of a sweeping reform effort or broad 
programmatic initiatives. Nevertheless, the move to 
p u t trans l t on a mo re b usiness-1-ike basis is a sig
nifican t policy i nitiative. Recognition by t r a nsi t 
o f t hi s attent ion t o perfo r mance a nd productivi ty 
can only make i t more sens it i ve t o i t s ope r ating 
e nvironme nt wh i ch i n tu rn will i ncrease its chances 
for survival and continued growth. 

PROCEDURAL FRAMEWORK 

The legislature's establishment of transit funding 
sources and performance and productivity measures 
has been accompanied by the development of a proce
dural framework to channel and regulate the former. 
Acting as the fiscal and policy overseer, the legis
lature has chosen to delegate considerable responsi
bility for management of individual program details 
and project selection, A brief description of this 
framework and its key components may be helpful in 
understanding the interaction of provisions dis
cussed in the first two sections of this paper. 

Structure 

The legislature has not acted alone in nurturing the 
development of transit. Instead, it has created 
state and local agencies that help allocate avail
able state funding, choose capital projects, review 
operator budgets, and keep a watchful eye on system 
operations and management. At the state level, the 
California Transportation Commission makes the de
cisions as to which transit capital projects receive 
the state funds appropriated by the legislature. The 
commission also is responsible for evaluating proj
ect a pplications for the various funding categories 
with t he assistance of the California Depa r t me nt of 
Transportation. The commiss ion has further responsi
bility for annually est i mating the amount of s tat e 
and federal funds available for these projects. 
Thus, the commission evaluates individual projects, 
selects those to be funded, and matches total costs 
to estimated available revenues. 

At the regional and local levels the legislature 
has provided for transportation planning agencies 
and transportation commissions. These agencies over
see performance audits; help allocate STA and other 
transportation tax funds in their respective areas i 
perform operator budget analyses i and help coordi
nate transit s e rvi ces, fares, and operations among 
different opern t ors . Their focus is muc h more the 
normal, daily transit operations and regional ser-
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vices than the state commission focus, which is more 
attentive to statewide priorities and project trade
offs. 

Processes 

As discussed earlier, considerable financial support 
f or transit flows through well-established alloca
tion procedures and formulas, including the TDA 
revenues and STA funds. Still, it is the legislature 
that annually determines, through the state budget, 
the total amount of tranAit capital funds to be 
appropriated, although it does not determine in
dividual project expenditures. This is the same 
process as t hat used for highway project appropria
tions in which the legislature appropriates lump sum 
capital funds but does not budget individual proj
ects. This process is designed to avoid legislative 
logrolling or pork-barrelling. 

Under normal or stable economic conditions, the 
appropriation of transit capital funds is followed 
by a legislatively mandated allocation process ad
ministered by the transportation commission. This 
process was created through SB 1331 in 1982, which 
also repealed a host of individual county-oriented 
capital allocation requirements, including statutory 
allocations, fund revenues, and debts to the state 
for prior advances . Under this l egislation the com
mission must subvene o ne-half of each year 's transit 
capital funds to the state's nine guideway (P ropo
sition 5) counties. This is done on a population 
basis subject to submission of a viable local fi
nancial plan and commission approval. The other 
one-half of the capital funds is considered discre
tionary and is allocated by the commission to proj
ects of the greatest statewide interest and benefit 
and on the basis of local and private support for 
candidate projects. 

Even when the legislature finds it necessary to 
amend, reduce, or temporarily suspend the allocation 
procedures and formulas, as was done in 1982-1983 and 
1983-1984, this does not alter the basic arrangement 
(vis-a-vie state-controlled activities) that has 
been developed: the legislature establishes the 
basic policy guidelines and formulas and appropri
ates lump sum amounts in various program categories1 
statutorily created agencies, both state and local, 
administer the programs and allocate resources on a 
project-specific basis as required by the formulas 
or evaluation criteria. 

PITFALLS AND POSSIBILITIES 

~PAt thP rPadPr draw the premature--and erroneous-
conclusion that the California Legislature has guar
anteed transit a secure future, it is necessary here 
to acknowledge major obstacles that must be overcome 
if transit is to flourish in the state. If it is 
true that success is fleeting, then it is probably 
also true that California transit's current good 
health could prove transitory unless carefully at
tended. 

Environment 

As noted in the first section of this paper, transit 
faces an often hostile environment, even within the 
legislature which has c ultivated it. It bas also 
been an environment of scarcity and one that will 
continue to exhibit scarcity and instability for 
some time to come. 

The state's recent 
shrank transit's sales 

economic drought not 
tax revenues while 

only 
also 
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crimping the state's overall revenue stream, but 
also encouraged efforts by other program constitu
encies and governmental entities to raid or divert 
each other's revenues. Transl t has been a frequent 
target of these restructuring efforts. For example, 
to help cover 2 years of $1 to $2 billion deficits 
in the state's general fund, the legislature reduced 
STA program appropriations of $90 million and $103 
million by $20 million and $15 million in 1992-1983 
and 1983-1984, respectively. Although these reduc
t ions constituted a substantial percentage of the 
program's resources, they are small compared to the 
$28 million (27 percent) reduction originally pro
posed by the governor and the $60 million (58 per
cent) slash recommended by the legislature's own 
fiscal analyst in the 1983-1984 budget. In each 
case, the reductions were aimed at freeing revenues 
for the general fund and the education, health, and 
other major programs supported by that fund. 

Another example of the raiding efforts occurred 
during the writing of this paper. An unsuccessful 
attempt was made to approve legislation that would 
have provided a fuel tax exemption to producers of 
gasohol at the expense of transit revenues. Approval 
of the measure would have reduced TP&D account rev
enues by $20 to $30 million annually. The 1984-1985 
gove rnor's budget, unfortunately, again propos es a 
gasohol tax credit at the expense of transit 
revenues. 

Challenges 

Despite an environment of scarcity, transit overall 
has recently fared better than many education, 
energy, coastal preservation, health, and other pro
grams in that its losses have been relatively less 
severe. Because damage to transit from recent fiscal 
woes and attempted raids has been tempered or de
flected, however, does not mean transit is an espe
cially che r i shed public program. Rat he r , it reflects 
t he v i go rous defens e played by key leg islators and 
t r ansit advocate s during the budge t battles. •rransit 
has, for the time being, weathered the storm. But it 
is not enough merely to depend on a small number of 
transit defenders in the legislature to keep tran
sit a viable public service. The recent battles have 
again highlighted the need for trans it supporters to 
take the i nit iat ive, improve serv ices, and build 
transit-supportive constituencies. 

Constituency Building 

Beginning with the Reaga n Administrat ion's proposal s 
to eliminate federal operating suppor t and continu
ing through the s tate' s economi c storms, t he trans it 
sector has become painf ully aware that i n t he l ong 
run it is l ess well s ui t ed to succeed in l eg i slative 
circles than many competing prog r ammatic interests . 
These other interests a re wel l - organized , articulate 
their needs to the legislature, and react vocifer
ously when their well-being is threatened7 these are 
conditions and actions that have been lacking among 
transit interests until recently. 

One of the major challenges facing transit in 
California is educating the public in general and 
the legislature in particula r on the value of tran
s it services and the consequences of not havi ng 
these services. Similarly, the public must be made 
aware of the potential benefits of improved public 
transit. Transit also needs to improve its organiza
tional capabi lit ies and to speak wi th one voice 
whenever possible. No individual operator can hope 
to succeed in the political arena without the strong 



support of its brethren, consistent policies and 
positions, and also some measure of public backing. 

Achievement 

If education, organization, and coordination are 
musts, then too is the need for operators to provide 
efficient, dependable service. Efforts at education 
and persuasion must be accompanied by performance 
and productivity in the provision of services. If 
transit advocates cannot bolster their requests with 
a public record of improvement and accomplishment, 
the available resources will be redirected elsewhere 
where it is perceived the public is being better 
served. 

The legislature can, and has, established some 
minimum performance requirements. But the uniqueness 
of the dozens of service providers severely re
stricts the ability to legislatively decree fair and 
workable standards or common achievement levels. 
Productivity cannot be legislated, although it can 
be encouraged and rewarded. Likewise, performance 
must come from the service providers: it cannot come 
from the legislature. 

SUMMARY 

Transit is alive and growing in California, even 
with the prevailing affection for the private auto
mobile. Actually, transit is poised on the brink of 
a modal renaissance with nearly every major urban 
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area of the state about to launch, complete, or 
extend some type of rail transit system. Once fully 
in place, these fixed systems can serve as the 
trunks of expanded multimodal services. For this 
scenario to work, however, operators need to tend 
and maintain the systems now operating in addition 
to finding the resources to operate the larger inte
grated systems. 

As discussed in this paper, transit has been 
provided many significant tools to do its job. The 
legislature has provided significant financing, 
allocation processes, and basic performance crite
ria. Still, much of the legislature remains a skep
tical provider or disinterested overseer willing to 
pull back from its commitments should transit fail 
its public responsibilities. 

Certainly the legislature could do more for 
transit. However, the fundamental situation of fi
nite resources and infinite wants and needs weighs 
heavily on any efforts toward further legislative 
endowment. The legislature has been a facilitator 
and architect and can continue to frame certain 
policies and procedures: still it is the task of 
transit operators and managers to actually provide 
the services, accountability, and performance. The 
legislature has created the opportunity for success: 
it is the transit industry that must achieve that 
success. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on 
Local Transportation Finance. 

Maximizing the Use of Private Credit Markets for 

Transit Investments 

JEFFREY A. PARKER 

ABSTRACT 

The opportunities created by the 1982 Sur
face Transportation Assistance Act are exam
ined to increase the role of private capital 
markets in financing transit investments. 
These opportunities include: the potential 
for more extensive grant anticipation fi
nancing using the Section 9 block grant as a 
credit source, the potential impact of con
tract authority flowing from Highway Trust 
Fund dollars on financing options available 
to grantees under the Section 3 discretion
ary program, and the potential impact of 
federal funding under the 1982 Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act on the terms 
and availability of credit for the non-fed
eral portions of transit capital budgets. 
The impact of these opportunities on future 
applications of existing financing tools to 

transit capital projects is examined. Exist
ing credit instruments, such as dedicated 
tax revenue bonds, trans i t revenue bonds, 
service contract bonds, general obligation 
debt, toll revenue bonds, and grant antici
pation notes are described and examples are 
cited. The conclusions reached indicate that 
the 1982 Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act will permit opportunities for longer
term grant anticipation financing and should 
favorably influence the terms and availabil
ity of credit for the non-federal portions 
of transit capital budgets. Realization of 
these opportunities can be expected to re
duce overall project costs by allowing con
struction schedules to be optimized and 
interest costs to be lowered. 

Grantees under the 1982 Surface Transportation As
sistance Act (STAA) have new opportunities to blend 


